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Abstract: This paper explores the importance and challenges of information management and personalized guidance for vocational college students in the digital era. By analyzing the application of digital technology in the field of education and the construction of information management systems for vocational college students, this paper proposes methods and strategies to achieve personalized guidance. The study finds that the digital era brings more possibilities for information management of vocational college students, but also faces issues such as privacy protection and data security. In terms of personalized guidance, through intelligent technology and big data analysis, diverse student needs can be better met, thus enhancing teaching effectiveness.
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1. Introduction

With the development of society, digital technology has been widely applied in various fields, and education is no exception. Vocational education, as an important stage in cultivating applied professional talents, places higher demands on student information management and personalized guidance. This paper aims to explore how to utilize advanced technological means to optimize information management for vocational college students and achieve personalized guidance in the digital era, in order to better meet students' learning needs.

2. Information Management for Vocational College Students in the Digital Era

2.1 Background and Significance

With the progress of society and technological advancement, the digital era brings new challenges and opportunities for information management of vocational college students. In the current age of information explosion, the volume of information for vocational college students continues to increase, rendering traditional management methods inadequate. In the digital era, the construction of student information management systems is imperative. Information management for vocational college students in the digital era holds significant importance as it can enhance information processing efficiency through advanced technology, providing strong support for personalized guidance. This not only enables schools to more flexibly meet student needs but also enhances the intelligence level of education, laying the foundation for cultivating more outstanding applied professional talents. Therefore, delving into the background and significance of information management for vocational college students in the digital era plays a positive role in enhancing school management levels and adapting to the trends of the times.1

2.2 The Application of Digital Technology in Information Management for Vocational College Students

Digital technology plays a crucial role in information management for vocational college students. Through electronic means, information collection becomes faster and more accurate, allowing schools to update and store students' personal information, academic records, and other data in real-time. Data mining and analysis provide schools with more comprehensive student profiles, offering insights into
students' learning behaviors and preferences. Intelligent systems monitor students' learning statuses, enabling timely identification of issues and personalized interventions to improve students' academic performance and motivation. These innovative applications make information management for vocational college students more responsive to the demands of the times, providing scientific and intelligent support for education, and contributing to the cultivation of more outstanding applied professional talents. The widespread application of digital technology brings new possibilities for information management, driving information management for vocational college students towards an era of intelligence and refinement.[2]

2.3 Challenges and Issues Faced

The widespread application of digital technology brings forth new challenges and issues for information management of vocational college students. The primary challenge is privacy and security concerns. With the digitization of student information storage and transmission, schools must implement encryption techniques, access control, and other measures to ensure the security of students' personal information. This measure is imperative to mitigate potential risks of information leakage affecting student privacy and the school's reputation.

Another significant issue is the demand for hardware and software system updates introduced by digital technology, imposing investment pressure on schools. To adapt to the digital era, schools need to continually update and maintain information management systems, procure advanced hardware equipment, and carry out software upgrades. To effectively address this challenge, schools need to formulate sustainable funding plans, strategically plan resources, and ensure the long-term stable operation of information management systems.

Furthermore, the highly interconnected era of information also brings about issues of redundancy and repetitiveness. The extensive circulation of information may lead to data redundancy, increasing the difficulty of information processing. To tackle this problem, schools need to carefully design information management systems, optimize data flows, avoid redundant collection and storage of information, and enhance the efficiency of information management.

To address these challenges and issues, schools can implement comprehensive measures such as establishing robust privacy protection mechanisms, scientifically planning budget allocations, and optimizing information flows. By considering various factors including technology, regulations, and management, schools can strive to resolve the diverse challenges faced in information management for vocational college students in the digital era. Through these robust measures, schools can enhance their information management capabilities, ensuring the security and efficiency of information.[3]

3. The Theoretical Basis of Personalized Guidance

3.1 Concept and Characteristics of Personalized Guidance

Personalized guidance is a key concept in the field of education, reflecting a profound concern for individual differences among students. It goes beyond simple differentiation based on academic levels, focusing more on students' interests, learning styles, and cognitive differences. Conceptually, personalized guidance is built on an understanding of the unique needs of each student, aiming to surpass traditional one-size-fits-all teaching methods. By deeply understanding each student's academic level, interests, and learning styles, personalized guidance strives to meet students' learning needs to the maximum extent, providing tailored educational services.

In terms of characteristics, personalized guidance emphasizes teaching according to students' aptitudes, flexibly addressing individual differences. Unlike group-based teaching, personalized guidance focuses on creating unique learning paths for each student, enabling them to develop deeply in their areas of strength. Additionally, personalized guidance advocates for establishing closer interactive relationships with students, enabling teachers to better understand their needs and provide more relevant and personalized support.[4] Overall, the concept and characteristics of personalized guidance reflect a concern for and respect for individual differences among students, aiming to create a more inclusive and targeted educational environment. The application of this concept in educational practice will help unleash students' learning potentials and promote deeper development in education.
3.2 The Role of Advanced Technology in Personalized Guidance

The advanced technology of the digital era injects new vitality into personalized guidance. Big data analytics has become a powerful tool for personalized guidance, enabling a more comprehensive understanding through in-depth exploration of students' academic levels, learning styles, and interests. This data-driven personalized guidance helps identify students' strengths and weaknesses in subject learning, providing teachers with data support to develop more targeted teaching plans.

Artificial intelligence and machine learning technologies open up new possibilities for intelligent tutoring systems. These systems can provide real-time feedback based on students' performance and adjust teaching strategies according to their learning curves. Through personalized learning paths and content recommendations, students can learn more effectively, enhancing their motivation and academic performance.\[5\]

However, despite the significant advantages that advanced technology brings to personalized guidance, it also faces a series of challenges. Issues such as privacy protection, data security, and transparency in technology usage need to be properly addressed to ensure the full protection of the rights and interests of students and teachers. Therefore, while fully leveraging the advantages of advanced technology, schools need to establish clear policies and standards to ensure the safety and controllability of personalized guidance within reasonable boundaries.

3.3 The Impact of Personalized Guidance on Student Development

Personalized guidance is closely related to students' instructional methods and overall development. In-depth research indicates that personalized guidance plays a critical role in enhancing students' subject interests, learning motivation, self-directed learning, and comprehensive competence improvement.

Firstly, by designing learning content based on students' interests and strengths, personalized guidance ignites students' enthusiasm for knowledge and promotes long-term subject development.

Secondly, by customizing learning plans and feedback mechanisms, personalized guidance meets students' learning needs, enhances learning motivation, and empowers students to overcome difficulties, thereby improving academic performance.

Moreover, personalized guidance cultivates students' self-directed learning abilities. Through autonomous learning, students gradually develop independent thinking and problem-solving skills, laying the foundation for future learning and work.

Overall, while enhancing academic performance, personalized guidance positively impacts students' comprehensive development. It enables students to better discover and develop their own strengths, stimulates learning interests and motivation, cultivates self-directed learning abilities, and lays a solid foundation for students' future development.\[6\]

4. Construction of Information Management System for Vocational College Students

4.1 Building an Efficient Student Information Management Platform

4.1.1 Comprehensive Collection and Integration of Student Information

Comprehensive collection of student information is the primary task in building an efficient student information management platform. By gathering information on personal backgrounds, academic levels, interests, and hobbies, among other aspects, schools can establish more comprehensive and multidimensional student profiles, providing stronger support for personalized guidance. Collection methods may include online forms, academic assessments, and interest surveys, ensuring the authenticity and comprehensiveness of the information.

4.1.2 Platform Design Principles and Optimization

Platform design principles are crucial for the efficiency of an information management platform. A user-friendly interface and operational experience can enhance the efficiency of faculty and staff. Introducing advanced database management systems and information technology, along with employing reasonable data structures and algorithms, enables rapid retrieval and updating of information. Platform optimization should consider user feedback to ensure that the platform meets
practical operational requirements.

4.1.3 Information Management Team and Operational Strategies

Establishing an information management team is a crucial step in ensuring the smooth operation of the platform. This team is responsible for information collection, integration, and updates. By conducting regular information audits and updates, the timeliness and accuracy of the information are ensured. Operational strategies are formulated to ensure collaborative work within the team and efficient management of student information.

4.1.4 Information Security and Privacy Protection

Information security and privacy protection are crucial aspects of building a student information management platform. Utilizing information security technologies strengthens the privacy protection of student information, preventing information leakage and misuse. Clear compliance policies ensure the trust of students and their parents in information security.

With the above considerations, schools can systematically and comprehensively construct an efficient and stable student information management platform, providing a solid foundation for personalized guidance. This platform will serve as the core of the vocational college student information management system in the digital era, offering schools more comprehensive and accurate student information and driving the in-depth implementation of personalized guidance.

4.2 Privacy Protection and Data Security

4.2.1 Application of Encryption Technology

The primary task of privacy protection and data security is to employ effective encryption technology to safeguard the security of students' personal information. By applying robust encryption algorithms during data transmission and storage, schools can effectively prevent unauthorized access and theft. This measure will ensure that student information receives maximum protection during processing in the digital era.

4.2.2 Establishment of a System for Permission Management

The establishment of a comprehensive permission management system is crucial for data security. Schools should ensure that only authorized personnel can access and modify specific information, reducing the risk of information leakage through meticulous permission control. This includes hierarchical management, access approval systems, etc., to safeguard the privacy and integrity of student information.

4.2.3 Compliance with Regulations and Ethical Requirements

When constructing a student information management system, schools must strictly adhere to relevant regulations and ethical requirements. Understanding and complying with data protection laws, privacy regulations, and other relevant legal frameworks ensure that the school's data management policies are compliant. Additionally, establishing data usage and sharing principles that align with ethical standards enhances the transparency and fairness of the entire information management system.

Through the above strategies, technologies, and management practices, schools can comprehensively and effectively safeguard privacy and data security. This will help enhance societal trust in student information management systems, laying a solid security foundation for schools' digital-era information management.

4.3 Integration with Personalized Tutoring Systems

4.3.1 Seamless Transmission and Sharing of Information

The primary consideration for achieving seamless integration between the student information management system and personalized tutoring systems is the seamless transmission and sharing of information. By establishing data interfaces and standardizing data formats, ensure smooth flow of information between the two systems. This enables personalized tutoring systems to promptly access accurate and complete student information, thereby providing ample support for personalized teaching.

4.3.2 Intelligent Algorithms and Data Analysis

In the integration process, the use of intelligent algorithms and data analysis is crucial for enhancing
the effectiveness of personalized tutoring. Through in-depth analysis of student information, the system can more accurately identify key factors such as students' academic levels and subject preferences. The application of intelligent algorithms enables personalized tutoring to be more individualized and precise, better meeting students' personalized needs.

4.3.3 Case Studies and Sharing of Successful Integration Experiences

Drawing from successful integration cases and experiences is an effective approach for schools to achieve the integration of student information management systems with personalized tutoring systems. By studying successful cases from other higher vocational schools, understanding their experiences in technology, management, and practical operations, valuable guidance can be provided for one's own integration efforts. Sharing experiences also fosters collaboration among schools in the industry, collectively driving the development of personalized tutoring systems.

Through the above strategies, technologies, and practical operational steps, schools can successfully achieve the organic integration of student information management systems with personalized tutoring systems, enhancing the effectiveness of personalized tutoring and providing students with more personalized and precise educational services.

5. Achieving Personalized Tutoring: Methods and Strategies

5.1 Application of Intelligent Technologies in Personalized Tutoring

With the development of the digital era, intelligent technologies are playing an increasingly important role in personalized tutoring. By introducing advanced technological means, schools can build intelligent tutoring systems, thus providing a more personalized learning experience.

5.1.1 Building Intelligent Instructional Design

Intelligent tutoring systems analyze students' academic levels, subject preferences, learning history, and other data to accurately identify each student's learning needs. Based on this information, the system can automatically generate intelligent instructional designs, tailoring learning plans for each student. Such personalized designs make teaching more closely aligned with students' actual circumstances, thereby enhancing learning effectiveness.

5.1.2 Intelligent Learning Analysis

Through natural language processing and machine learning techniques, intelligent tutoring systems can deeply analyze students' performance during the learning process. The system can identify students' academic strengths and weaknesses, predict potential difficulties students may encounter, and provide corresponding tutoring and support. This intelligent learning analysis helps teachers better understand each student, enabling more targeted personalized tutoring.

5.1.3 Enhancing Teaching Effectiveness and Meeting Student Needs

The application of intelligent technology not only enhances teaching effectiveness but also better meets students' personalized learning needs. In such systems, students can experience learning content that aligns more with their interests and academic levels, thereby increasing motivation and academic performance.

In summary, the application of intelligent technology in personalized tutoring provides schools with more precise and personalized teaching methods. By building intelligent tutoring systems, schools can better meet students' learning needs and promote the further implementation of personalized tutoring concepts.

5.2 The Role of Big Data Analysis in Predicting Student Needs

Big data analysis plays a crucial role in predicting student needs, providing strong support for personalized tutoring. By delving into student data, schools can gain a more accurate understanding of students' academic levels, learning interests, and potential issues, thereby predicting and meeting personalized needs in advance.

5.2.1 Collection, Integration, and Analysis of Large Amounts of Student Data

First and foremost, big data analysis relies on the collection, integration, and analysis of large
amounts of student data. This includes multidimensional information such as students' academic performance, participation in extracurricular activities, and online learning behavior. Through comprehensive data collection and integration, schools can establish more complete student information profiles.

5.2.2 Accurately Understanding Students' Academic Levels and Interests

Big data analysis can assist schools in gaining a more accurate understanding of students' academic levels and interests. Through the analysis of data such as academic performance and course enrollment records, the system can identify students' strengths and weaknesses in different subjects, thus providing targeted recommendations for personalized tutoring. Additionally, by analyzing data on students' interests and participation in extracurricular activities, the system can better understand students' individual characteristics.

5.2.3 Anticipating Potential Student Issues and Taking Measures

Another significant role of big data analysis is to anticipate potential issues students may face. By monitoring students' learning behaviors and performances, the system can identify potential learning difficulties or challenges. Schools can proactively take personalized support measures based on these predictions, including providing additional teaching resources, arranging personalized tutoring, etc., to assist students in better coping with challenges.

5.2.4 Application in Practical Scenarios of Personalized Tutoring

Lastly, the methods and techniques of big data analysis need to be applied in practical scenarios of personalized tutoring. Schools can establish big data analysis models and embed them into personalized tutoring systems to achieve real-time prediction of student needs and personalized support. This practical application ensures that big data analysis goes beyond theoretical concepts and demonstrates practical effectiveness in teaching practices.

Through these means, the role of big data analysis in predicting student needs becomes an important component of schools' implementation of personalized tutoring. By delving into the potential value of student data, schools can better predict student needs, proactively take personalized support measures, and promote students' better development.

5.3 Teacher Training and Support

Teacher training and support are critical components for the successful implementation of personalized tutoring, ensuring that teachers can fully understand and flexibly apply personalized tutoring concepts and methods.

5.3.1 The Importance of Training Teachers to Use Intelligent Systems and Big Data Tools

First and foremost, training teachers to use intelligent systems and big data tools is crucial. This involves ensuring that teachers are proficient in operating personalized tutoring systems and understand how the systems provide personalized support through big data analysis. Training should include an introduction to system functionalities, data interpretation, and operational skills to ensure that teachers can fully utilize the system's advantages.

5.3.2 Helping Teachers Better Understand the Concepts and Methods of Personalized Tutoring

Training is not just about technical operations but also about helping teachers better understand the concepts and methods of personalized tutoring. This includes aspects such as personalized instructional design, predicting subject needs, and emotional care for students. Through theoretical training and sharing practical case studies, teachers can gain in-depth insight into the value and practical application of personalized tutoring.

5.3.3 Sharing Training Plans and Successful Cases

In training, sharing training plans and successful cases is an important way to stimulate teachers' interest and enthusiasm. Schools can introduce successful cases of personalized tutoring implementation, allowing teachers to learn from the experiences of their peers, thus better integrating into the practice of personalized tutoring.

5.3.4 Practical Operation, Feedback Mechanism, and Continuous Improvement Methods

Teacher training should not only focus on theoretical aspects but also provide opportunities for
practical operation. Through practical operation, teachers can better grasp the use of personalized tutoring systems and tools. Meanwhile, establishing a feedback mechanism allows teachers to raise questions and suggestions during practical application, promoting continuous improvement of training.

Through these measures, schools can establish a comprehensive teacher training and support system, ensuring that teachers can maximize their effectiveness in implementing personalized tutoring. This not only enhances teachers' professional abilities but also promotes the deep-rooted implementation of personalized tutoring concepts in schools.

6. Conclusion

Through the research on student information management and personalized tutoring in the digital era of higher vocational education, this paper concludes that digital technology provides new opportunities for student information management and personalized tutoring in higher vocational education. However, it also requires addressing issues such as privacy and security. It is suggested that schools focus on privacy protection measures in system construction while promoting continuous improvement of teachers' digital teaching abilities through training, to better meet the diverse needs of students.
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